Diversity & Inclusion: Discover how to
enable your organisation with technology
solutions & accessibility tools
At Akari we strive to inspire change with inventive and creative technologies to further enable
people’s experiences. When we began our journey with accessibility at the heart of what we do,
the solutions and IP we built had to be inclusive by design. We deliver solutions based on the
ethos that every employee as an individual, creating a culture and environment of inclusion.
WHAT WE OFFER
Inclusion & accessibility are more than just words; they underpin everything we do from recruitment, deployment,
IT solutions and change management. As an organisation who believes in diversity and creating an even playing
field for all, we try to see life through a different lens. We believe true inclusivity can only occur when everyone
has access to the same tools.

Discovery
Workshop

A discovery session for
key business leaders
focused on diversity and
inclusion strategy,
looking at key areas
including technology
roadmap, workforce
analysis, the accessibility
tools available to support
and enable the workforce
and identifying practical
and simple next steps in
order to evolve the
overall business strategy.

Change
Management

Empowering staff of all
abilities to have the
confidence to complete
tasks, Change
Management delivers
accessible comms,
training plans and
support network to
demonstrate key
accessibility features.
Materials are designed
with point and click
instructions to remove
barriers to learning.

Akari Virtual
Assistant (AVA)

Akari Translation
Studio

AVA is a virtual assistant
built on Microsoft Teams
and uses artificial
intelligence to learn
workflows and answer or
prompt questions about
tasks. Creating a lot of
positive impact as a tool
for anxiety, learning
difficulties or hidden
disabilities, AVA simplifies
productivity and creates
inclusion within the
workplace.

Akari Translation Studio
utilises a simplified web
front end, allowing
organisations to produce
translated documentation
at scale with an
accompanying fact sheet.
Utilising Microsoft
services, translation
studio delivers inclusion
at your fingertips
supporting diverse
workforces and
participation.

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING
“Thank you Akari for helping to drive this. When we invest in accessibility, #WeAllWin”
– Hector Minto, Senior Accessibility Evangelist, Microsoft EMEA

LEARN MORE
Discover how to enable your workforce with accessibility tools, email hello@akari.io & visit us at www.akari.io
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